
Topic choice in face-to-face interactions vs. online in one community of practice 

Speakers within a given community of practice share a repertoire of linguistic and 

stylistic features. On the linguistic level, this includes phonological, discourse-pragmatic, 

morpho-syntactic, and lexical variation. Previous work on sociolinguistic variation in online 

communities  and Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) in general has shown that 

patterns of linguistic variation are highly similar across modalities (Hillewaert, 2015; 

Tagliamonte & Denis, 2008; Wieling et al., 2016). 

Even though topic has been construed as an independent variable that impacts on 

speakers’ choices of linguistic variants, topic choice itself has not received much attention as 

a variable dependent on social factors like community of practice. Some ethnographic studies 

do draw attention to the fact that members of certain groups talk about particular topics but 

not others, but do not go in more detail about this because they are more interested in the 

linguistic and stylistic variation (Eckert, 1989; Mendoza-Denton, 2008). If a community of 

practice communicates both online and offline, I hypothesise that topic choices are consistent 

across modalities within this community. This would be of practical relevance to analyses of 

focus group discussions or interviews in the social sciences – these corpora are necessarily 

small, custom-designed, and both potential sampling biases and the observer’s paradox need 

to be dealt with. However, they offer valuable in-depth data for qualitative analysis. If topic 

choice patterned similarly online and offline within a community of practice, this would make 

it possible to corroborate the representativeness of findings based on small corpora. 

The present study theorises topic choice and frequency of each topic as a dependent 

variable within a community of practice of people living with Type 1 Diabetes and 

demonstrates that topic patterns very similarly in a face-to-face corpus interviews with and 

dyadic conversations between 16 participants living in Scotland and an English-language 

Twitter corpus of the same size with Tweets marked with Type 1 Diabetes hashtags (for 

example #GBDOC, #T1D, #typeonelookslikeme) from all over the world. 

The preliminary topic analysis is based on an automatic word frequency analysis for 

both corpora, a comparison of overlap in the most frequent single words and the most 

frequent bigrams, and a qualitative bottom-up coding of the 100 most frequent words per 

corpus.  

The results show that 39 out of the 100 most frequent words in each corpus are 

identical, as are 3 out of the 10 most frequent bigrams. Topic frequency is also is very similar 

between the corpora. The differences can be explained if we consider the impact of the 

different interactional situation on topic choice, as well as the corpus design. 

Overall, this study contributes to our understanding of sociolinguistic variation in 

communities of practice by showing that topic can be operationalised as a dependent variable. 

It also contributes to the growing work comparing communication across modalities, here 

online and face-to-face, by showing that just as other linguistic variables, topic choice 

patterns very similarly cross-modally. Finally, this study offers a proof of concept for work in 

the social sciences by showing how findings from small, custom-made qualitative corpora can 

be triangulated through a quantitative comparison with online data (c.f., (Nguyen, 2017)). 
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